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LISE:
A recoil-spectrometer at GANIL for the production and study

of secondary radioactive beams. Present status and future.

Alex С Mueller, Institut de Physique Nucléaire, F-91406 ORSAY, France

and

Rémy Anne, GANIL, BP 5027, F-14021 CAEN, France

ABSTRACT

The doubly achromatic spectrometer LISE, installed at the
intermediate-energy heavy-ion facility GANIL is now operating since
five years. Essentially, it is composed by two dipole-magnets selecting
(in A/Z) and refocusing (achromatically) the projectile-like radioactive
fragment-beams emitted at 0°. We shall review some of the essential
properties of LISE. Some selected exemples will be used to
demonstrate experimental results which have been obtained so far
(discovery of numeous new nuclei up to the drip-lines, half-life
measurements, P-y and delayed-particle spectroscopy, spin-aligned
beams, total reaction cross-sections). We shall also discuss several
improvements, in particular a cross-field electrostatic/electromagnetic
post separator, which are expected to provide in the near future
secondary beams of still increased intensity and isotopic purity.

INTRODUCTION

The french national heavy-ion facility GANIL at Caen (Normandy) delivers beams

ranging presently from carbon to uranium at maximum energies of about

100 MeV/nucleon for light particles decreasing to 30 MeV/nucleon for the heaviest

beams. At the bombardment of any target in this so-called Fermi energy domain, a large

fraction of the reaction cross section goes into the fragmentation of the projectile1). The

produced fragments are in the whole mass range from close to the initial projectile to

down to lightest nuclei. Similar to the behaviour at relativistic energies, where the

projectile fragmentation mechanism has been discovered^), the fragments are emitted in a

rather small cone around zero degrees at incident-beam velocities. These experiments at

several hundred MeV/nucleon at the BEVALAC also established that wide isotopic



distributions are populated and that nuclei very far from stability are produced with

interesting yields3-4). Considering the particularly high primary beam, intensities at

GANIL (well above 1012 particles per second for the light beams, a further increase by

one order of magnitude is scheduled in the near future), it was tempting to invest in a

physics program on the study of nuclei far from stability and secondary radioactive

beams.

This ambition called for the construction of a dedicated spectrometer with the following

requirements: (1) detection around zero degrees with a sufficiently large collection angle

and very low background in order to detect small cross section events. This meant in

particular a complete elimination of the primary beam; (2) good particle identification

properties in order to discriminate without ambiguity the great number of produced nuclei;

(3) a sufficient number of degrees of freedom in the ion optics in order to provide

secondary beams of reasonable optical quality.

Because conventional magnetic spectrometers only partly resolve these requirements,

the following solution was chosen: a magnetic spectrometer (see also figure 1 ) made up

of two identical di-poles in a double achromatic arrangement in which the magnetic

rigidity can be measured by a thin position-sensitive detector in the intermediate focal

plane, and the energy by a small size telescope at the achromatic focal point well shielded

from background radiation. The intermediate stripping after the analysis in the first di-pole

eliminates those charge states of the primary beam which have the same magnetic rigidity

as the products to detect. The flight path through this instrument is in first approximation

(full-filled to better than 5xlO"5) constant with the angle. This allows very easy time-of-

flight measurements. Furthermore, it is possible to introduce an additional Z-dependent

selection criterion by inserting a suitably shaped5'6-7) energy dégrader in the intermediate

focal plane. The achromatism is restored only for the wanted isotope by lowering the

magnetic rigidity of the second di-pole to the corresponding energy-loss. This method

also permits the production of secondary radioactive beams of reasonable purity8'9).

In the following we shall describe the spectrometer LISE (Ligne des Ions Super-

Epluchés = beam-line for highly-stripped ions) which was constructed in 1982-1984

according to these principles. Its name comes from the fact that LISE is not only for

nuclear physics purposes but that it is quite heavily used in atomic and solid-state physics.

Replacing the thick targets for the production of secondary radioactive beam by thin ones,

allows the population of high charge states of the primary beam. Then, LISE acts as a



charge state separator for spectroscopy experiments providing secondary atomic beams.

We shall briefly resume the results of the first five years of operation of LISE and

describe its upgrading which is now under the way.
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Figvre 1: General lay-out of the achromatic spectrometer LISE. BD indicates the main
locations for beam diagnostics. Note the thick concrete shielding between the target room
and Che detectetion room. It has been further enhanced in the meantime (see fig. 7) in
order to warrant very low background for the detection.

PRESENT STATUS OF USE

A detailed report on LISE is published in ref. 5 and "We only will recall here the main

features: Fixed at zero degrees to the incident beam, LISE is located in two adjacent

experimental halls (see figure 1). It includes a target holder, an analyzing section, a

dispersion compensating section, and a last focusing section matching the optics of

selected particles to the different experimental set-ups. Tuning of the beam position, size

and intensity on the target and along the spectrometer is achieved by a set of secondary-

emission or especially developped ionization profile monitors-*) and by Faraday cups.

The primary GANIL beam is focused onto the target by means of four magnetic

quadra-pole lenses qi,2,3.4- Up to ten targets can be mounted on a water-cooled wheel,

remotely controlled for easy and rapid target change. The following analyzing and



dispersion-compensating sections are not exactly symmetric, in particular, there are four

quadro-pole lenses 07,8,9,10. "* order to match in any configuration the position and angle

parameters in the horizontal and vertical plane (х.у.Э.ф). Thus it is possible, for example,

to refocus the secondary beam to small size high-performance detectors at the achromatic

focal point, or to provide parallel beams important for experiments using secondary

reactions.

The analyzing section consists of the magnetic di-pole Dl and its associated quadri-

pole lenses 0i,2,3,4. The central trajectory radius of this C-framed, 45° deflection angle

magnet ( B m a x = 1-6 T) is 2 m. The momentum acceptance is selected in the focal plane

by means of slits. Their full aperture of ±4.5 cm corresponds to a maximum momentum

acceptance of Др/р = 5.2б%, the dispersion being D = 1.71 cm/95. The object size at

the target, at full primary beam intensity, is typically xo = ±0.15 cm. This gives the

resolution in the magnetic rigidity Bp to ДВр/Вр = xoG/D = 1.3 x 10"3 (the

magnification G of this section is G= -0.75). A thin position-sensitive parallel-plate

counter may be inserted in the intermediate focal plane for measuring Bp of individual

fragments. Also, it is possible, to install at this point, mounted on rotating frames, energy

dégradera or foil strippers.
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After the dispersive focal plane, the double achromatism is achieved by means of the

two lenses Q5 and Q6 and the second magnetic di-pole D2 which is identical to Dl. These

optical elements allow for adjusting the chromatic terms for different uses of LISE, in

particular they can restore achromatism for particles having undergone a specific

momentum-loss in an energy-degrader in the intermediate focal plane. Fig. 2 and 3 show

how the Z-dependance of the momentum-loss introduces a second selection criterion5-6),

purifying the fragment beams.

EXAMPLES OF RECENT EXPERIMENTS

Identification of the produced projectile-like fragments is readily performed by semi-

conductor telescopes installed at the achromatic focus point. The combined measurement,

event by event, of energy-loss (ДЕ), total energy (E) and time-of-flight (TOF) trough the

spectrometer (the "Start" signal is provided by the radio-frequency signal of the cyclotron)

allows an easy determination of Z and A. Fig. 4 shows, as an example the bi-dimensional

representation of ДЕ vs. TOF for the fragments from a 44 MeV/n 4 8 Ca beam impinging

onto a 173 mg/cm2 Ta target (the choice of the optimum target material, at intermediate

energies is discussed in ref.1 0). The magnetic rigidity of LISE was set for an optimum

production of the unknown isotope 2 6 O. The most neutron-rich fragments observed

correspond to the predicted11) neutron drip-line isotopes ^Li, 1 4Be, ^ C , 2 3 N , and 2 9 F .

The latter nucleus as well as 3 2 N e are produced for the first time. No counts are observed

for the isotopes 1 3Be, 1б-18В, 2 1 С , 2 5 0 , 2 8 F and 3 1 Ne, predicted to be particle-unstable.

The cleanness of these particle-identification spectra underlines the quality of LISE, in

particular the perfect rejection of the primary beam.

Furthermore, no counts are observed for 2 6 O . From the comparison of the production

of other elements along lines of similar neutron number (see also fig. 4), however, one

rather would expect some ten counts for 2 6 O. At this level it becomes hard to explain the

non-observation by statistical fluctuations, strongly suggesting the particle-unbound

character of 2 6 O . This rather unexpected intrusion in the neutron drip-line might be

understood by calculations within the framework of the quasi-particle Langrangian

method 1 0 ) . Closer to the projectile, the fragmentation of 4 8 C a at 55 MeV/n and

44 MeV/n has allowed the production of the new isotopes 3 5-3 6Mg, 38.39дх 40.41,42si

43.44.45.46P> 45.46.47.48S, 46.47.48.49J1Q and 49.50.51^12.13). One may note, in this

context, that not all nuclei are produced, at intermediate energies, by "projectile-
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fragmentation". Apparently, there are also strong contributions from "transfer"-channels.

In addition to the the experiments using 4 8 Ca as projectile, a wealth of new neutron-rich

(and also neutron-deficient) isotopes have been synthesized with various other projectiles

(36.40АГ, 5»№, «Oca, 8<5Kr)14-20)

All these beams provide production rates for numerous hitherto unexplored nuclei

far from stability which are sufficiently high for decay studies. P~Y spectroscopy has

been performed on neutron-rich nuclei21'2-^ and interpreted within the framework of

shell model calculations. For other light nuclei for which the (J-decay energy is high

enough to populate neutron-unbound states in the daughter nuclei spectroscopy of the

delayed particles has been done. On the neutron-deficient side, the delayed-proton

spectra of Tz^-5/2 nuclei have been measured2 0 '2 3). The study of the isotope 2 S S has

permitted to complete the T=2 isospin quintet and thus to check the quadratic form of

the isobaric multiplet mass equation24). For very neutron-rich isotopes the p-delayed

neutron emission has been studied yielding first information on half-lives and delayed

neutron emission probabilities25 .26,27,28). Theoretically, these experimental results are

well reproduced by recent QRPA-calculations2^30). One may also underline the

discovery of the P-delayed four.neutron emission in the case of the isotope 1 7 B and the

astrophysical importance of the half-life measurements for the isotope ^ S 3 1 ) .

An important application of secondary fragment beams is the measurement of the total

reaction cross section (JR. Tanihata and collaborators have shown in transmission-type

experiments with relativistic fragment beams how to determine precise nuclear matter radii

of very neutron-rich isotopes from the measured O R 3 2 ) . At intermediate energy various

experiments have been carried out with either the transmission or the 4П-у method which

prove the reliability of this latter method (see the review of Bruandet33)). Fig. 5 shows

results obtained with secondary fragment beams at LISE34). A nice overall agreement

with the results by Tanihata et al. is observed, whereas the radius increase for ^Li is not

as pronounced as for the high-energy data. This sharp increase in the matter radius has

been explained by Hansen and Jonson with the occurrence of a spatially extended di-

neutron halo3 5). This concept is supported by the observation of two components in the

momentum distribution of 1 1 Li 3 6 ) . Furthermore, it has been shown for heavy targets that

a sizeable fraction of O R of u L i is due to electromagnetic dissociation of
n L i -* 9 Li + 2n in the Coulomb field of the t a r g e t 3 6 3 7 ) . The neutrons from this

reaction, strongly forward peaked and traveling with the incident secondary u L i beam

velocity38), are missed by the 4П-у detector installed at LISE. We are now installing a



specific experiment со decect these neutrons at LISE3 8), and first results should become

available in a few month. Further results obtained at GANIL by means of the 4П-у

method applied to secondary fragment beams from the spectrometer "a" are given in

another contribution to this conference39).
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Finally, we would like to mention the possibility of spin-polarizing (or aligning)

secondary fragment beams. First experiments at LISE and RIKEN have shown the

existence of such an effect in the fragmentation reaction40) which could be used for

measuring nuclear moments (by means of NMR techniques) of otherwise inaccessible

light nuclei far from stability.

UPGRADINGS OF LISE

Three upgradings are scheduled for the near future at LISE: i) the line direccing the

primary beam onto the production target, actually fixed at 0° will get a variable incidence

(0°-3.5°) with respect to the analyzing section. This win allow a very efficient suppression

of remaining in-completely stripped charge-states of the primary beam and thus a more



efficient use of the heavier beams, ii) High-speed rotating wheel targets are under

construction in order to accept the heat effects due to the further intensity increase of the

GANIL accelerator scheduled for the near future (1013 pps for light beams decreasing to

1012pps for heavy beams), iii) The third modification, which we will shortly describe in

the following, is the installation of an extension of LISE providing much increased beam

purity.

Fig. 6 shows the remaining contaminants, for the case of an optimum setting for the

isotope27Si of the two selection criteria (i.e. magnetic rigidity and the momentum-loss in

the achromatic dégrader). In total the contaminants are 300 times more abundant than the

desired isotope. This is due to the production cross sections which -low, far from

stability- are extremely rapidly increasing when nearing the stable isotopes (therefore

experimental resolutions obtained for secondary fragment beams close to stability with

more unstable contaminants have to be taken with some precaution, see e.g. fig.2). High

Figs. 6, 7: Isazonic contaminants observed for an optimum setting of the isotope 27S,
produced in tbe fragmentation of 36Ar(85MeV/n). The counting rates are 820, 3250,
39200, 75600, 304200 for the isotones of mass 27,26,25,24,23, respectively (6). (7)
shows the spatial separation (in the vertical direction) of these fragments after passing the
velocity Slter, each mass isapproximately 1.5cm away from its neighbour.



contaminant rates are of course always annoying, in particular because of overloading of

event-by-event detection systems and of rendering spectroscopy experiments (despite the

efficiency of correlâùon techniques25)) highly difficult. In order to overcome these

problems a third selection criterion must be introduced and we are presently constructing

an (Wien-type) electrostatic/electromagnetic cross-field velocity filter. Its principal

characteristics are a total length of 5m and a high voltage of ±250kV applied to a 10cm

gap. The electrostatic tank (see fig.8) is, for mechanical reasons, actually divided in two

2.5m subsections which are imbedded in the magnetic field (0.05-0. IT, 50cm gap). Two

quadra-pole triplets provide, in the center of the filter, a point-parallel relationship and an

amplitude relationship in the dispersive plane. Furthermore, they allow to select the

magnification in both horizontal and vertical direction at the final focal point.

Fig. 8: Artists view of tbe Wien-type velocity filter, with its associated lenses.

Fig. 7 shows the result of a simulation of the transmitted particles injecting at the

entry of the velocity filter the experimental data of fig. 6. Note that the velocity selection is

done in the vertical direction because of a lower emittance of the secondary beam from

LISE in that direction. Fig. 7 clearly demonstrates that the most intense contaminants are

perfectly suppressed. Thus it should soon (1990) be possible not only to do more

sophisticated spectroscopy experiments but also to accept much higher primary beam

intensities without overcharging the detection.



Fig. 9: Doubly achromatic extension of LISE foc guiding the secondary beam into the
velocity filter.

In order to implement the velocity filter in the given environment of the GANIL

experimental hall (see fig. 9), two 15° deviations have to be constructed. We have chosen

a doubly achromatic line with a magnification of unity. The overall length of LISE will

grow to 40m, tiras providing an excellent time-of-flight base. This, in turn, will permit an

easy mass-identification of heavy fragments.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have given a small aperçu of the past five years of operation of LISE and of its

future use. Hopefully, we have convinced the reader of the advantages of the achromatic

design, maybe proven by the fact that many recoil spectrometers actually under

construction will also use this feature (see, e.g. proceedings of this conference.
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